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which the first • whites were received. The complicated
religious belief of the Caledonians allowed for just such an
apparition as the arrival of Cook and his men. Apart from
the simplest belief in good and bad, with its manifestations
of day and night, life and death, the natives also believed in
the immortality of the soul. Certain of the tribes were
taught by their 'T'katas5 (sorcerers or priests), that after
death, the soul or intellectual part assumed mortal form and
departed to Balabea, a small island nine miles off the east
coast, where lived a Dhianoua (evil spirit). Through a hole
in the rock, the spirits, clad in mortal form, entered a
Paradise, where there was plenty of taro, ripe bananas,
ignames, everything which a native could desire. Here they
would remain, happy and contented, with all the food and
ornaments one could imagine. Eventually, however, the
powers of dark would become too strong for them, and while
the Dhianoua pretended to be asleep they would steal from
him. The Dhianoua then would awaken, and chase them,
and beat them to death. They became simple shadows of
their original human form, and being now immortal, return
to the mainland, walking through the villages at night,
whispering into the ears of the old women, giving them
secret information about the thieves that steal from the
village plantations, and the sex of the baby which is shortly
to be born.
In the day-time the natives like to meet them, but not
so much at night, because one can't know whether it is the
ghost of one's friend that one meets or the evil Dhianoua.
When the wind rustles through the palm fronds at night or
the waves crash down on the reef, that is almost certainly
the Dianoua walking about.
When Cook arrived, it was easy for the T'kata to explain
to his tribe that Cook and his men were simply meta-
morphosed manifestations of their deceased relatives, and
thus it was quite logical that the natives should crowd
around the sailors peering into their faces, trying to discover
some feature or characteristic, that identified them with

